The increasing demands for high-data rate traffic stimulated the development of the fifth-generation (5G) mobile networks. The envisioned 5G network is expected to meet its challenge by devising means to further improve spectrum usage. Many alternatives to enhance spectrum usage are being researched, such as massive MIMO, operation in mmWave frequency, cognitive radio, and the employment of full-duplex antennas. Efficient utilization of the potential of any of these technologies faces a set of challenges related to medium access control (MAC) schemes. This work focuses on MAC schemes tailored for full-duplex antennas, since they are expected to play a major role in the foreseeable 5G networks. In this context, this paper presents a MAC layer technique to improve total transmission time when full-duplex antennas are employed. Several evaluations in different scenarios are conducted to assess the proposed MAC scheme. Numerical results show that the proposed scheme provides gains up to 156% when compared to a state-of-the-art full-duplex antenna MAC protocol. Compared to traditional half-duplex antenna MAC protocols, the proposed scheme yields gain up to 412%.
Introduction
Existing and future services may have rigorous requirements for mobile network in terms of latency (round-trip time less than 10 ms), throughput surpassing 5 Gb/s, and density up to 900 Gb/s/km 2 [1] . To support these requirements and the increase of bandwidth-intensive multimedia services, the fifth-generation (5G) mobile wireless networks are being subject of intensive research in a wide number of areas [2] . Examples of services that may take advantage of the foreseeable 5G include Internet of things (IoT), vehicular networking, and mobile cloud computing [1] .
Although 5G mobile wireless networks may provide several advantages, it also imposes a number of challenges to be overcome, including massive increase on the number of connecting devices, data volume, and real-time services [1] . To meet such challenges, 5G networks rely on the development of new schemes which are able to improve spectrum usage. In this regard, many approaches arise such as massive MIMO, cognitive radio, operation in mmWave frequency, and the employment of full-duplex antennas [2] [3] [4] . One should note that the adoption of any of these approaches in the 5G wireless networks scenario may require new medium access control (MAC) schemes in order to take advantage from its main characteristics. In this context, this work will focus on the challenges faced by MAC schemes designed to boost full-duplex communications, once fullduplex antennas are expected to play a major role in 5G mobile wireless networks [2, 5] . Full-duplex antennas have many advantages over the half-duplex counterpart, such as higher throughput, lower end-to-end delay, lower congestion, and even better primary user detection in the context of cognitive radio [6] . However, full-duplex antennas are known to have higher packet loss ratio and lower link reliability and require a larger queue to process the receiving packets [6] . Furthermore, full-duplex antennas suffer from "selfinterference," which is the interference experienced by the full-duplex antenna when it is simultaneously transmitting and receiving [2, 5, 6] . In order to deal with this problem, many physical layer schemes were proposed, turning fullduplex antennas use to be feasible [5] . These developments fostered the research on MAC schemes tailored for fullduplex antennas. Zhang et al. proposed the FD-MAC (fullduplex MAC) which exploits the advantages of full-duplex 2 Wireless Communications and Mobile Computing antenna to transmit and receive concurrently. In the paper, the authors show how FD-MAC can be used to deal with different types of communication in a 5G mobile wireless network [5] . The FD-MAC is based on the IEEE 802.11 [7] channel reservation mechanism that requires the exchange of request to send (RTS) and full-duplex clear-to-send (FCTS) frames to avoid collisions and provide radio synchronization.
Full-duplex MAC protocols need to deal with some problems that are also present in half-duplex antennas, such as hidden and exposed terminal problems. In half-duplex antennas, the hidden terminal problem is commonly tackled with the aid of RTS/CTS frames. Although RTS/CTS prevents hidden terminal problem, it introduces significant latency to the overall transmission time as presented in [8] . Due to its criticality, channel reservation has been target of a number of works in the literature. In [9] , the authors proposed a novel technique to reduce network latency during channel reservation where the nodes are employed with half-duplex, directional antennas. The proposed scheme, termed DPTCR, relies on pulse/tone signals to reduce network latency while performing channel reservation. Unfortunately, the above technique cannot be directly applied to 5G mobile wireless networks as the devices are expected to be empowered with full-duplex, omnidirectional antennas [9] .
The main contribution of this work is to propose a new MAC technique, named Full-Duplex Tone Based MAC (FDT-MAC). FDT-MAC exploits the use of pulse/tone signals to improve channel reservation when the mobile stations are empowered with omnidirectional, full-duplex antennas. Several evaluations in different scenarios are conducted to assess the proposed MAC scheme. Numerical results show that FDT-MAC provides channel reservation in a fraction of the time spent with traditional schemes that rely on control frames. Our results show that FDT-MAC can provide throughput improvements surpassing 156% when compared to FD-MAC [5] . When compared against a traditional halfduplex antenna MAC, the throughput gain surpasses 412%. The above results show that FDT-MAC is able to properly exploit the advantages of full-duplex antennas.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents a brief review of the antenna model considered in this work. Next, in Section 3, an overview of existing schemes that deals with full-duplex antenna will be presented along with some considerations about its constraints. Section 4 presents the main contribution of this work. Section 5 shows the analytical results of several metrics used to compare FDT-MAC performance against traditional schemes. Finally, Section 6 concludes this work and points directions to further investigation.
Antenna Model
Some assumptions related to antenna model are presented next. In this work, the IEEE 802.11 standard [7] with regard to MAC protocol is referred to as HD-MAC, since it was tailored in the context of half-duplex antennas. As discussed in Section 1, self-interference occurs when an antenna is simultaneously transmitting and receiving frames. If ignored, self-interference may impair severely the performance of fullduplex communications. Hence, self-interference cancellation is target of many studies in the state of art, such as [5] . Our work terms the self-interference mitigation factor as a probability, 0 ≤ ≤ 1. So, denotes the probability of a communication be successful despite self-interference. That is, the higher , the smaller the losses due to self-interference. As half-duplex antennas are not able to transmit and receive frames simultaneously, self-interference does not occur on half-duplex antennas. There are several techniques that almost cancel self-interference losses [10] . Therefore, a number of works related to full-duplex antennas consider the value of to be very close to 1 [5] . The impact of self-interference and will be further assessed in Section 5. Also, it is assumed that all frames are transmitted in omnidirectional mode. Furthermore, it is assumed that the antennas can transmit and receive pulse and tone signals. Pulse and tone signals are sinusoids that carry no information. The time consumed until an antenna detects a pulse/tone signal is at most 5 s [11, 12] . Usually, these signals are commonly employed and coupled with some other schemes to point a particular network condition [9] . Moreover, it is assumed that an antenna can detect the received signal strength and the angle of arrival of an incoming signal with a reasonable accuracy. Existing techniques can provide angle of arrival precision of 6 ∘ for omnidirectional antennas [13] . If the omnidirectional antenna is considered as an array of directional antennas operating in omnidirectional mode, the referred precision can reach 1 ∘ [14, 15] . Regarding received signal strength precision, it is reported to be up to 0.1 dB [16] . The propagation model is assumed to be the two-ray ground model which is commonly used in the related literature [17] . Ending the antenna model assumptions explanation, some important issues related to full-duplex antennas communication will be presented next.
Related Work
Some approaches of MAC protocols tailored for full-duplex antennas will be discussed. Regarding full-duplex wireless communications, it can be summarized in two types [5] :
(i) The three-node full-duplex wireless unidirectional communication, depicted in Figure 1 (a) (Type 1).
(ii) The two-node full-duplex wireless bidirectional communication, depicted in Figure 1 
(b) (Type 2).
A MAC protocol tailored for full-duplex antennas is proposed by [5] . This protocol is termed full-duplex MAC (FD-MAC) and will be explained with the help of Figure 1 . FD-MAC uses RTS/FCTS frames to avoid hidden terminal problem in a similar way to HD-MAC. To this end, the network allocation vector (NAV) proposed by IEEE 802.11 [7] is used to avoid collisions. FD-MAC relies on the information of RTS/FCTS frames to know when the channel is busy, thus avoiding collisions [5, 18] . The main singularity of FD-MAC is the use of FCTS frame, which is slightly different from clear-to-send (CTS) frame used in HD-MAC, since FCTS frame has two destination fields and two duration fields, instead of one. The two destination fields are needed to deal with communications of type 1 (Figure 1(a) ), since in this case the FCTS sent from node simultaneously confirms the receipt of RTS from node and initiates a communication with node [5, 18] . The two duration fields are used to synchronization issues of the network, since the data packet size of the two ongoing transmissions may vary. For example, in Figure 1 (b) the DATA packet that wants to send to can be larger than the one that wants to send to . A similar argument is valid for communications of type 1 and also for different channel rates of the links. So, from these two durations of FCTS, the bigger one is chosen to guarantee the synchronization of the nodes, avoiding collisions [5, 18] . Note that NAV uses this chosen time to allow a proper collision avoidance. Another difference to HD-MAC is that a communication can be initiated by a FCTS, as in communication of type 1 (Figure 1(a) ) where initiates a communication with using a FCTS frame.
Although FD-MAC is able to provide a proper communication under full-duplex antennas, it has some drawbacks. Our work aims to overcome or at least mitigate these problems that are presented next. FD-MAC channel reservation has high latency, since there are more efficient channel reservation schemes than the one based on frames [9] . For instance, to transmit a packet of 256 bytes over a link of 11 Mbps, control frames exchange (RTS, FCTS, and ACK) constitutes more than 52% of the total time expended by FD-MAC. Another issue unexplored by FD-MAC is related to the following scenario. Assume that DATA denotes the time spent to transmit the payload of the data incoming from node to . Consider an ongoing communication as the one depicted in Figure 1(b) . In this case, FD-MAC considers that the time spent with data packet ( DATA ) is max( DATA , DATA ). However, if DATA = DATA , FCTS is not needed since its neighbors already overheard the RTS with the proper time of the whole communication. Also, it would be interesting to reduce FD-MAC time spent with acknowledgment (ACK) of data packets, thus providing gains in terms of network throughput. Furthermore, in some situations one of the data transmission times can be much higher than the other one which may not lead to a good usage of the network resources when compared against a policy that may fragment this larger packet in more than one. Note that this division would benefit the link of the shorter time since it would be available to start a new communication.
Therefore, our work proposes a technique which is able to deal with these issues, as it will be further discussed. Next section presents this technique which is our main contribution.
MAC for Full-Duplex Communications
This work proposes a tone based technique (FDT-MAC) for full-duplex antenna communications. FDT-MAC includes many of the main characteristics of FD-MAC presented in [5, 18] , especially those related to physical layer. Furthermore, FDT-MAC is able to deal with some of the main problems of FD-MAC, providing gains in terms of network throughput. In order to achieve this performance gain, there are three main principles of FDT-MAC that differ from traditional schemes such as FD-MAC. The referred principles are the following:
(i) The RTS, FCTS, and ACK frames are replaced by pulse/tone signals. (ii) In a bidirectional communication, node sends the tone to node if and only if it is necessary for NAV update. This behavior is referred to in this work as tone suppression. (iii) In both bidirectional and three-node unidirectional communications, if there are two ongoing communications it would be interesting that none of the transmitters get idle waiting for the other ongoing communication ends. This property provides a better spectrum usage and may also increase total throughput along the time. This property is referred to as uniform data mode.
These principles aim to improve the network throughput by reducing the time wasted with channel reservation in full-duplex antenna communications. The first principle effectively reduces this time, since pulse/tone signals can be transmitted faster than frames (RTS/FCTS, ACK), as will be further discussed in Section 5. However, pulse/tone signals do not have MAC header, unlike frames. So, it is necessary to design a way to encode the main information contained in the MAC header (source, destination, and duration) into pulse/tone signal. This encoding is critical for FDT-MAC operation and will be further detailed. Figure 2(a) shows an example of communication over a bidirectional link. In this case, it is assumed that node has data packets to send to and also has packets to send to . First, node waits until its backoff counter reaches zero, in a similar way to that proposed in IEEE 802.11 standard. If the antenna is not blocked, node transmits a pulse to . Node receives the incoming pulse and "detect" that it is bounded to it and that it came from . So, node sends a tone request (tone-r) as response to . As occurring in FD-MAC, the "field" duration of the tone-r signal is the maximum value between DATA( , ) (encoded in the pulse) and the packet size that has to send to (DATA( , )). In an analogous way, node "confirms" that the received tone-r signal is bounded to it and that it has been sent by node . Node replied to a tone confirm (tone-c) setting the field "duration" to the maximum value between DATA( , ) and DATA( , ). Neighboring nodes overhearing pulse, toner, and tone-c signals become aware of the communication between nodes and and set their NAV properly. Then, nodes and proceed to exchange DATA frames and tone-a signals instead of ACK frames. Figure 2 (b) presents an example of communication over an unidirectional link where node has data packets to send to node , while also has packets to send to node . So, node transmits a pulse signal to . At this time, node needs to reply to and also start a communication with . However, a tone signal cannot be "detected" as bounded simultaneously to nodes and which forces node to send a tone-c to and then a tone-r to .
receives the tone-c and waits until establishes communication with , while replies to a tone-c. Then, nodes , , and exchange DATA frames and tone-a signals. For the unidirectional links, the "duration" field of pulse, tone-r, and tone-c signals is built and likewise explained for bidirectional links using the maximum payload size of the communication. Again, NAV is properly updated by the overhearing nodes of the referred signals.
The second principle of FDT-MAC aims to avoid an unnecessary tone to be sent. Suppose that DATA( , ) denotes the packet payload size from and is bounded to . Therefore, if DATA( , ) ≥ DATA( , ), note that the tone-c sent from to confirming the size of the payload chosen as max(DATA( , ), DATA( , )) is unnecessary, since in this case max(DATA( , ), DATA( , )) = DATA( , ). Note that the neighbors had already updated its NAV properly, when they overheard the communication duration of the pulse sent from . So, in this case the tone-c sent from to is suppressed. Hence, instead of transmitting tone-c, starts to send the DATA frames as displayed in Figure 3 . Also, tone suppression saves one SIFS time of the total communication time, thus improving network throughput as will be showed in Section 5.
The third principle aims to enhance resource usage which is paramount in the context of resources sharing. When uniform data mode is enabled in FDT-MAC, the size of the payload is chosen as min(DATA( , ), DATA( , )), instead of max(DATA( , ), DATA( , )). Thus, uniform data mode assures that neither nor will be idle during the ongoing communication, since both will have the same payload size to transmit each other. The remaining of the payload max(DATA( , ), DATA( , )) is further transmitted in a new communication, while the node that already ended to send its payload is free to start a new communication to any node. Hence, the uniform data mode may improve network throughput depending on the conditions of the network traffic. An example of uniform data mode operation is presented in Figure 4 . In this scenario, there are three payloads to be transmitted over a bidirectional link: two payloads of size 512 each from to and one payload of 1024 bytes from to . When uniform data mode is enabled, the payload size is chosen as min(DATA( , ), DATA( , )) and the nodes do not get idle in the first communication, as depicted in Figure 4 (a). In the second communication, the remaining data is transmitted along with the second payload from to , thus allowing a higher resource usage and throughput than the traditional approach depicted in Figure 4 (b). Further analysis over the advantages and limitations of data uniform mode are presented in Section 5. plays an important role on FDT-MAC. There are three main pieces of information to encode: source of the signal, destination of the signal, and duration of the communication. The duration of the communication is encoded in the duration of the pulse/tone transmission ( ). So, for FDT-MAC, = sync + ⌈log 2 sz ⌉, where sz is the data packet payload size (in bytes) and sync is the necessary synchronization time. As discussed in Section 2, pulse/tone signals can be detected in at most 5 s. Thus, it is considered that sync equals 5 s. Note that duration is the same for every signal used in FDT-MAC (pulse, tone-r, tone-c, and tone-a). These signals can be differentiated by frequency, phase, or amplitude [17] . Therefore, when a node receives a signal, it can predict the duration of the communication from the duration of this signal. The source/destination of the signal is identified by searching in a lookup table for the combination of RSSI (Received Signal Strength Indicator) and AOA (Angle of Arrival). A node perceives that a signal is not bounded to it when the RSSI is higher than expected [19, 20] . This lookup table could be mounted from the broadcast messages used by routing and MAC protocols, since these messages are periodically used in wireless communications [21] . These broadcast messages explicitly identify the source/destination nodes and allows every node to achieve RSSI/AOA information received from every neighbor, thus allowing the building of its own lookup table properly. As can be inferred, the encoding of source/ destination must not lead to wrong identification. In other words, this identification shall be very accurate to turn FDT-MAC feasible. Next, a probabilistic analysis of the accuracy of that identification will be presented.
Encoding Duration and

Identification Accuracy Analysis.
Consider the notations presented in Notations section. An analysis about the accuracy of a similar mechanism designed for directional communications is addressed in [9] . Recall that FDT-MAC is tailored for omnidirectional communications. Hence, the aforementioned model cannot be directly applied. As will be explained next, we adapted the model in [9] to the FDT-MAC case.
Let node have at least two neighbors, say and . The identification of source/destination fails if the following inequalities simultaneously occur:
So, considering that these events are independents, the analysis consists of the calculation of the following equation:
As explained in [9] , the probability represented by these inequalities can be calculated using an analogy with the well-known Birthday problem (BP) [22] . The BP consists in computing the probability of at least two people having the same birthday. If the number of possible measures of RSSI was known as a function of , this number could be interpreted as the number of days in a year, while would be one day of the year. Note that the possible measure of RSSI as a function of is ( max − min )/ . Also, a similar argument can be used to AOA. However, AOA has an expected uniform distribution of probability, while RSSI does not [9] . In [22] , equations are presented to solve both uniform and nonuniform cases of BP.
An example of what was discussed above will be presented with the aid of Figure 5 . The figure depicts three different areas ( 1 , 2 , and 3 ) of node antenna. According to the above expressions, prediction error occurs when two nodes (say and ) reside in the same area. In other words, node
would not be able to correctly distinguish the incoming signal from either node or , leading to problems in the communication. This would occur since these areas cover a circular sector of at most degrees and | ( , )− ( , )| < .
To conclude the analysis of FDT-MAC source/destination identification accuracy, a numerical calculation of has been done. In regard to , there are studies that claim the possibility of achieving a precision AOA of 6 ∘ for AOA using omnidirectional antennas [13] . Moreover, RSSI precision can achieve even 0.1 dB as reported by [16] . Hence, assuming these values ( = 6, = 0.1), as well as assuming that the network/antenna characteristics have the values displayed in Table 1 , is less than 3⋅10 −3 . Furthermore, if we consider that FDT-MAC can operate over an array of directional antennas operating in omnidirectional mode, the AOA precision can reach 1 ∘ [14, 15] . In this case ( = 1, = 0.1), value is less than 5 ⋅ 10 −4 . Thus, the above results show that the source/destination identification accuracy is very high with a negligible probability of error which turns FDT-MAC to be feasible. Next, the results obtained at this work will be presented.
Results
This section presents the evaluations held in this work. These evaluations aim to highlight the positive impact of the adoption of the proposed scheme. To accomplish this task, the evaluations presented in this section rely on metrics widely used on the related literature. First, an upper bound estimation of throughput considering a scenario with no collisions will be presented, thus allowing the estimation of the maximum throughput. This calculation is commonly employed by related works to compare the performance of medium access control (MAC) techniques [23] [24] [25] . Also, based on this metric, a number of works compared different versions of the IEEE 802.11 standard in terms of throughput [8, 26] .
Although the maximum throughput provides a throughput upper bound for the evaluated MAC technique, it considers a scenario with no collisions leading to an evaluation that does not address the impact of the growth of the backoff time for the network performance. In order to achieve a more accurate estimation of throughput under heavy traffic conditions, many analytical models were proposed in the literature as the presented in [27] [28] [29] [30] . These models address the backoff time growth due to collisions, since these models consider that the network is saturated; that is, every node always has packets to transmit, thus contending for the channel. In our work, when this saturation is considered, the throughput will be referred to as channel throughput. It is important to highlight that Bianchi's model [27] is a building block of many other network analytical models [28] [29] [30] and widely used to assess the main protocols in the related literature. Many other authors resort to this model to do their analytical performance evaluations [31] [32] [33] in half-duplex communications. Simple modifications to the model can be done to extend it to the full-duplex communication scenario, as further detailed in Section 5.2. In this way, Bianchi's model can be used to compare network performance under saturated traffic addressing MAC techniques tailored for halfduplex or full-duplex communications.
Our work will present an analytical evaluation of FDT-MAC in the two contexts aforementioned, addressing both collision-free and saturated scenarios. For these evaluations, the widely used throughput calculation for each of these two scenarios (collision-free and saturated) that are proposed in [8] and [27] , respectively, will be considered. In order to emphasize the consistence of our calculation, the results obtained in our work are compared with the original values presented in [8, 18, 27] . Furthermore, the impact of selfinterference factor ( ) will also be assessed in the performance of full-duplex protocols, thus showing that FDT-MAC is able to deal properly with self-interference which is paramount for full-duplex protocols. Moreover, the impact on FDT-MAC of tone suppression and uniform data mode on channel throughput will be discussed. Therefore, our work 
where sz denotes the packet payload size and denotes the total transmission time. Furthermore, has different definitions for HD-MAC, FD-MAC and FDT-MAC as follows:
for HD-MAC,
where
Based on (3), max was calculated for HD-MAC, FD-MAC, and FDT-MAC. In these calculations, it was considered that communications of type 1 and type 2 (defined in Section 3) are equiprobable. Also, it was considered that all the communications have the same payload size. Moreover, the calculation was done for parameters of the IEEE 802.11a and IEEE 802.11b standards [7] . The values of some constants related to these standards are available in Table 2 .
The Table 3 shows the results of the max comparison of FDT-MAC against HD-MAC and FD-MAC for various values of payload size and channel rate. By observing Table 3 , it can be seen that FDT-MAC can provide a significant improvement of throughput up to 220.62% against HD-MAC and up to 84.54% against FD-MAC. Note also that FDT-MAC outperforms FD-MAC in all scenarios. As the payload transmitted by FD-MAC and FDT-MAC is the same, this difference occurs due to the time spent to accomplish a communication ( ). For FDT-MAC, is always lower than for FD-MAC, since tone ≤ + CT + SF occurs in all evaluated scenarios of Table 3 . The gain of FDT-MAC is higher when the latency of channel reservation constitutes a higher portion of the total transmission time, once DATA is the same for both FD-MAC and FDT-MAC. Also, it is remarkable that FDT-MAC outperforms HD-MAC in more than 100% in most of the cases. This means that FDT-MAC can exploit the theoretical advantage of using a full-duplex antenna, since full-duplex antenna is expected to provide twice as much throughput.
In order to emphasize the consistency of the presented calculation, the HD-MAC values in Table 3 will be compared with the original values calculated in [8] for both IEEE 802.11a and IEEE 802.11b. The original values calculated by [8] are displayed in Figures 6 and 7 . Figure 6 presents the values of maximum throughput calculated by [8] for IEEE 802.11b operating in half-duplex antennas, while Figure 7 presents the values for IEEE 802.11a. Note that the values calculated for HD-MAC in our work (Table 3) are very close to the presented in Figures 6 and 7 . For instance, for the channel rate of 2 Mbps and the payload size of 512 bytes, it can be observed in Figure 6 that maximum throughput value is slightly higher than 1 Mbps. Furthermore, in Table 3 the value calculated is 1.16 Mbps which is very close to the expected. Another example is the case of channel rate equal to 6 Mbps and payload size of 1024 bytes. As presented in Figure 7 , the value expected shall be slightly lower than 5 Mbps. Note that this is consistent with Table 3 that calculated maximum throughput to be equal to 4.75 Mbps in this scenario. A small difference on the values is expected to occur for IEEE 802.11a, once the calculation presented by [8] considered SIFS time to be equal to 9 s, while our work considers this value to be equal to 16 s as stated in the IEEE 802.11a standard [7] . Therefore, a consistent calculation of an upper bound in terms of throughput for FDT-MAC, FD-MAC, and HD-MAC was presented. The maximum throughput of FDT-MAC outperformed FD-MAC in all scenarios being up to 84.54% higher. Also, in most of cases maximum throughput of FDT-MAC surpassed HD-MAC in more than 100%, thus indicating that FDT-MAC may properly exploit the potential of full-duplex communications. As previously explained, the maximum throughput does not address the losses due to collisions. Next, an analytical evaluation which deals with the referred situation will be presented.
Channel Throughput.
In order to assess the impact of backoff growth due to collisions in the throughput of FDT-MAC, FD-MAC, and HD-MAC, our work uses the wellknown Bianchi's model [27] . This model considers that the network is saturated; that is, every node always has packets to transmit, thus contending for the channel. Due to these conditions, in this evaluation, the throughput is referred to as channel throughput. Bianchi's model is used in many articles to evaluate network performance and compare MAC schemes as presented in [31] [32] [33] . Furthermore, other models were designed to estimate channel throughput. These models mainly rely on Bianchi's model with few changes as described in [28] [29] [30] . Due to its relevance and common use in the related literature, Bianchi's model was chosen to the evaluations of channel throughput that are presented in our work. This model was tailored and mainly used to assess techniques based on half-duplex antennas. However, this model is also suitable to techniques based on full-duplex antennas, since it relies on the fact that a transmission is successful if only one of the nodes' backoff counter has reached zero at a given time. Once this constraint is still valid for full-duplex antennas, it makes this model feasible to evaluate techniques of both antenna operation modes, as done in the evaluations of the original paper of FD-MAC presented in [5, 18] .
Bianchi's model mathematical definition of channel throughput ( ) is [27] 
tr denotes the probability of at least one transmission occurring during a time slot and denotes the probability of a transmission occurring during a time slot be successful. These probabilities are dependent of the parameters of exponential backoff algorithm (minimum and maximum backoff window size) and of the amount of nodes in the network. For further details on the calculation of these probabilities, the interested reader is directed to [27] and the references within.
There is only a change needed to (6) to couple full-duplex antennas communication. When a successful communication occurs, the total payload ( sz ) must be the sum of the payloads of both data communication. This change is due to the fact that data can be sent from to and from to in the same successful communication, as depicted in Figure 1(b) . So, for all results presented in this paper the channel throughput is considered as follows:
where sz denotes the payload of the data transmitted from node to . Recall that FDT-MAC employs pulse/tone signals instead of RTS/CTS frames. Therefore, = pulse + DF for FDT-MAC. Note that is lower for FDT-MAC than for FD-MAC, once pulse + DF < RT + DF because pulse < RT . Also, it can be observed that is lower for FDT-MAC than for FD-MAC, once is lower for FDT-MAC as previously discussed in Section 5.1. So, as both and are lower for FDT-MAC than for FD-MAC, it is expected that slot is lower for FDT-MAC. According to (8) , this causes FDT-MAC to be expected to have a higher channel throughput ( ) than FD-MAC. Indeed, this expectation is confirmed to be valid as presented next.
From (8) and (9), the throughput for various number of nodes was calculated when using HD-MAC, FD-MAC, and FDT-MAC schemes. For this calculation, the parameters used in Table 4 were used, since they are the same used in [5, 18, 27] . The size of physical and media access control layer headers as well as backoff window parameters were the same as the defined in IEEE 802.11b standard. The comparison of FDT-MAC against HD-MAC and FD-MAC is presented in Figure 8 . As can be observed, FDT-MAC outperformed FD-MAC and HD-MAC in up to 156% and up to 412%, respectively. Note that the advantage of the use of FDT-MAC increases as the number of nodes rises, once FDT-MAC has a lower latency being able to couple with saturated environments much better than FD-MAC and HD-MAC do. Also, FDT-MAC takes advantage of the full-duplex mode of the antenna, once FDT-MAC outperforms HD-MAC in more than 100% for all the evaluated cases. Observe that in this evaluation it was considered that sz = 8184 bits and = 1 Mbps; that is, DATA represents a great portion of total transmission time. If a lower packet size and/or a higher transmission channel rate is considered, the gain of FDT-MAC would be still higher, since in these cases channel reservation latency would have more impact over network throughput. Furthermore, it can be observed that for = 10 the channel throughput is close to the maximum throughput calculated in the Section 5.1. However, channel throughput never attains values higher than maximum throughput once maximum throughput is calculated in a collision-free scenario. Moreover, note that as the number of nodes increases the channel throughput dramatically reduces for the three evaluated MAC schemes (FDT-MAC, FD-MAC, and HD-MAC). This happens since the higher the number of nodes, the higher the probability of collisions. When the amount of collisions grows, the time spent with backoff rises, thus reducing channel throughput.
Also, the channel throughput values calculated for HD-MAC and FD-MAC will be compared with the original values calculated for these MAC schemes that are available in [27] and [18] , respectively. This comparison is done to show the consistency of the calculations held in our work, once the calculated values of HD-MAC and FD-MAC are very close to the original ones presented in [18, 27] . By these means, it is paramount to emphasize that FDT-MAC really outperforms the other schemes in terms of channel throughput, since our results are solid and consistent with the related literature as shown next. Figure 9 shows the original values calculated for FD-MAC and HD-MAC available in [18] . Note that these values are very similar to the values calculated in our work (Figure 8 ). However, in their results, they use throughput versus probability instead of the number of nodes. The depicted in Figure 9 denotes the number of nodes and their has the same meaning that = 1 − √ tr − 1, where tr is the same used in (6) . An example of comparison will be presented next. In our calculations, for = 10, tr is equal to 0.32 and = 0.038. Note that the channel throughput values for both FD-MAC and HD-MAC for = 0.038 in Figure 9 are very close to the presented values in Figure 8 for = 10. In both figures, observe that HD-MAC channel throughput value is slightly higher than 0.8 Mbps while FD-MAC channel throughput value almost reaches 1.6 Mbps. Therefore, it was shown that our calculation is consistent with the one presented in [18] . Now, the channel throughput value calculated for HD-MAC will be compared with the original values presented by Bianchi in [27] . The original channel throughput values calculated in Bianchi model for HD-MAC are illustrated in Figure 10 . However, channel throughput is plotted versus probability instead of the number of nodes. It is important to state that in [27] has the same meaning that = 1 − √ tr − 1. To perform a comparison, recall that, for = 10, = 0.038. Moreover, it can be observed that the throughput value for = 0.038 (curve = 10) in Figure 10 is slightly higher than 0.8 which is very close to the one presented for = 10 in Figure 8 , where channel throughput is equal to 0.83 Mbps. Again, the calculation of channel throughput is shown to be solid with the original values presented in the related works [18, 27] . This concludes the analysis of the impact of FDT-MAC over channel throughput and about the consistency of our results. Next, the impact of self-interference on full-duplex communications will be evaluated based on the concept of channel throughput proposed in [27] and explained in the current subsection.
Impact of Self-Interference Factor.
As explained in Section 2 the self-interference may diminish the network performance. In order to evaluate this impact, analysis was held over FD-MAC and FDT-MAC to show how they perform under different values of self-interference factor ( ). This analysis was not done for HD-MAC, since it does not suffer from selfinterference as explained in Section 2. The presented analysis will only address the case where the network is considered to be saturated and impacted by backoff growth caused by collisions. We will not address the collision-free case because the calculation of the maximum throughput is trivial for selfinterference. In this case, the maximum throughput expected would be equal to ⋅ max for both FDT-MAC and FD-MAC. So, the percentage of the difference of the maximum throughput values would tend to be very similar to the presented in Section 5.1 (Table 3) .
Therefore, to conduct the evaluation in terms of channel throughput it was needed to change (9) to address the impact of in the Bianchi model. Recall the definition of types 1 and 2 of communications presented in Section 3. The modification to (9) was related to the estimated frame size, in order to differ between types 1 and 2 of full-duplex communications depicted in Figure 1 . This differentiation was made because type 1 is more affected than type 2 by selfinterference, whereas type 1 has two antennas transmitting and receiving simultaneously, while type 2 has only one. So, for this evaluation, (9) is replaced by the following one:
where (0 ≤ ≤ 1) denotes the proportion of occurrences of bidirectional links (showed in Figure 1(b) ) in the network. Again, it is considered that types 1 and 2 of the communications are equiprobable ( = 0.5). The other parameters used to this evaluation are the presented in Table 4 . Therefore, it was possible to obtain results about the impact of for both FDT-MAC and FD-MAC. These results are presented in Table 5 . FDT-MAC outperforms FD-MAC again in all cases in up to 236%. It is important to note that the higher the number of nodes, the higher the gain of FDT-MAC over FD-MAC. Also, the referred gain rises as decreases. These behaviors occur because under these situations the latency to make channel reservation is more critic. This higher criticality takes place because more communications are tried to be established, either by the rise of the amount of nodes or by the increasing of losses due to selfinterference factor ( ) decrease. Although has impact over the network performance, there are several techniques that almost cancel it [10] . So, many of the related works of full-duplex antennas consider value to be very close to 1 [5] . In this case ( = 1), the results of FD-MAC and FDT-MAC for channel throughput are the same already presented in Section 5.2. Therefore, FDT-MAC attains higher throughput than FD-MAC either in the scenario with no self-interference or in the critic scenario of a rising self-interference.
Tone Suppression.
As explained in Section 4, FDT-MAC realizes tone suppression in situations where an extra tone is unnecessary due to the packet payload size. Recall that sz denotes the payload of the data transmitted from node to . In order to assess the impact of tone suppression, the following scenarios have been evaluated: (I) sz = sz = 256 bytes; (II) sz = 512 bytes, sz = 256 bytes;
(III) sz = 1024 bytes, sz = 512 bytes.
These scenarios were evaluated through maximum throughput ( max defined in Section 5.1) and channel throughput ( defined in Section 5.2) metrics; that is, this analysis addresses the collision-free and the heavy traffic network situations. Also, it was considered that all the links are bidirectional ( = 1). Due to this behavior and assuming that for all communications in the scenarios listed above the tone suppression occurs, tone equation was changed for FDT-MAC. Once the tone-c sent from is suppressed (Figure 3) , tone is defined as follows:
So, max was calculated according to (3) and (11) . The results of this calculation are displayed at Table 6 . The results point a higher throughput for FDT-MAC in all cases. The throughput gain is at least of 9% and up to 93% in the evaluated scenarios. Note that the results of FDT-MAC for scenario 1 ( sz = sz = 256 bytes) can be compared to max calculated without considering tone suppression (Table 3) . This evaluation is presented in Table 7 analyzing FDT-MAC with tone suppression against FDT-MAC without it. By observing Table 7 , it can be seen that tone suppression can achieve a gain of throughput up to 18%. Also, it is remarkable that for OFDM scheme (used by IEEE 802.11a) the impact of tone suppression is much higher. Therefore, it can be concluded that tone suppression plays an important role on FDT-MAC, once it allows a faster channel reservation for some situations as described in Section 4.
Furthermore, tone suppression was also evaluated through channel throughput defined by Bianchi [27] . With the aid of (8) and (11), the channel throughput ( ) for various number of nodes (10, 20, 30, 40, 50) considering FD-MAC and FDT-MAC schemes was calculated. This comparison was held for considering both IEEE 802.11a and IEEE 802.11b physical layer parameters. The size of physical and media access control layer headers and backoff window parameters were the same as the defined in the standard original versions. Some of these parameters are described in Table 2 . For more details on these parameters and these versions of the standard, the reader is directed to [7] . For the analysis that consider IEEE 802.11b physical layer scheme, the channel rate was considered to be equal to 11 Mbps, while it was considered to be equal to 54 Mbps for IEEE 802.11a physical layer scheme. The packet size is varied according to the three scenarios (I, II, and III) previously listed, which are the same presented in Table 7 . The results for IEEE 802.11a and IEEE 802.11b physical layer schemes are presented in Figures 11 and 12 , respectively. The three scenarios of packet size are shown in each one of the figures. The identifier of the scenario is indicated in the legend of the figure after the name of the MAC technique. Note that, in all the three scenarios, FDT-MAC dramatically surpassed FD-MAC channel throughput. The gain was at least of 20% and rises up to 35% when considering the IEEE 802.11a physical layer parameters. In turn, when considering the IEEE 802.11b physical layer parameters, the gain of FDT-MAC was at least of 41%, reaching 79% at most. A fast channel reservation is highly desirable, especially in intensive traffic environments as the considered in our analysis. Indeed, the presented analysis points that FDT-MAC combined with tone suppression is able to achieve channel reservation much faster than FD-MAC, thus leading to relevant improvement in terms of throughput, as indicated in Table 6 and Figures 11 and 12.
Uniform Data.
Recall from Section 4 that FDT-MAC can enable the uniform data mode. This mode changes the . Note that, in the second communication, one of the nodes will be only receiving DATA being free to start a new communication with a third node, since every node is considered to be equipped with full-duplex antenna. Therefore, uniform data mode aims to improve both throughput and channel use. The impact of this mode on throughput will be evaluated in two different ways:
(1) Throughput calculation over a simple scenario used to exemplify the relevance of uniform data mode.
(2) Throughput calculation for a scenario with many nodes with heavy traffic.
The first evaluation is based on a simple two-node ( and ) scenario described next. Node has two packets with payload of 512 bytes each to transmit to node . Furthermore, node has a packet with payload of 1024 bytes to transmit to node . Both nodes and are equipped with full-duplex antennas. The evaluation compares the following MAC schemes: FD-MAC, FDT-MAC, and FDT-MAC with uniform mode. As all of these schemes need to perform two communications to accomplish successfully the delivery of the described payload, (1) denotes the time spent with the first communication, while (2) denotes the time spent with the second one. The total transmission time is denoted as and is equal to the sum of the transmission time of the two communications ( = (1) + (2)). The PHY schemes considered were IEEE 802.11b and IEEE 802.11a with data rate of 1 Mbps and 6 Mbps, respectively. As collisions are not addressed in this scenario, the maximum throughput metric defined in [8] and detailed in Section 5.1 was used. So, the throughput was calculated for the aforementioned parameters with the aid of (3). The results of the comparisons are displayed in Table 8 .
As can be observed, uniform data mode achieves a throughput 41.38% and 27.98% higher than FDT-MAC in IEEE 802.11b and IEEE 802.11a, respectively. When compared with FD-MAC, the gain is of 65.66% and 51.06% in IEEE 802.11b and IEEE 802.11a, respectively. Therefore, the impact of uniform data mode along with FDT-MAC in this scenario is dramatically positive. However, it is necessary to evaluate uniform data mode also under general condition to allow a more accurate evaluation of its impact. FDT-MAC uniform data mode was also evaluated using Bianchi's model [27] (detailed in Section 5.2) to allow an assessment under general condition and critical conditions, such as heavy traffic when the amount of nodes increases. In this evaluation, the channel throughput of FDT-MAC will be compared with uniform mode against FDT-MAC without it. (2) denote the payload of these two flows in bytes. In this analysis, it was assumed that the payload of these flows is different ( sz (1) < sz (2)).
The values of sz (1) and sz (2) were varied according to the following combinations:
(1) sz (1) = 512, sz (2) = 1024; The results of the scenarios that sz (1) = 512 are depicted in Figure 13 . For various amount of nodes, Figure 13 presents the quotient between the throughput achieved with uniform data mode ( ) and the throughput achieved by FDT-MAC without uniform data mode ( ). This quotient ( = / ) reveals the percentage gain ( > 1) or loss ( < 1) from the uniform data mode employment in the network in saturated conditions. Lines that end with "a" at the legend entry were calculated with IEEE 802.11a PHY scheme, while lines that end with "b" at the legend entry were calculated with IEEE 802.11b PHY scheme. It can be observed in Figure 13 scheme, the uniform data mode is not efficient when compared with FDT-MAC in these scenarios, since < 1 for all cases. Similarly to Figure 13 , Figure 14 depicts the results for the scenarios where sz (1) = 1024. In this case, for IEEE 802.11a PHY scheme, uniform data mode achieves higher throughput in all evaluated scenarios, while reaches 1.52 when the amount of nodes is equal to 10. For IEEE 802.11b PHY scheme, is as high as 1.07 and is greater than 1 when the amount of nodes is less than 200. Figure 15 presents the results for the scenarios where sz (1) = 2048. In these scenarios, every result of both IEEE 802.11a and IEEE 802.11b PHY schemes is such that > 1. reaches at most 1.49 and 1.24 for IEEE 802.11a and IEEE 802.11b PHY schemes, respectively. Also, is always higher than 1.16 and 1.09 for IEEE 802.11a and IEEE 802.11b PHY schemes, respectively. The presented evaluation shows that uniform data mode can improve network performance. However, it is important to find out when its usage may lead to benefit or to losses. In the presented evaluations in Figures  13, 14 , and 15 some trends are remarkable:
(1) When the amount of nodes raises, there are losses for uniform data mode performance.
(2) Generally, uniform data mode presented higher values of for larger payload values, since the results when sz (1) = 1024 were much better than the achieved for sz (1) = 512.
(3) When the IEEE 802.11a PHY scheme is considered, is higher than when IEEE 802.11b PHY scheme is considered. However, IEEE 802.11a PHY scheme is more dependent on the amount of nodes, since decays faster.
The first trend occurs since it is more difficult to get a successful transmission when the amount of nodes raises due to the channel contended by the nodes. As uniform data mode performance may split a large DATA packet into two or more shorter packets, it needs to get the channel more times to deliver that DATA than if uniform data mode was not enabled. So, the first trend was expected to occur. In regard to the other trends, for FDT-MAC with uniform data mode enabled, let slot denotes the average time slot duration and sz denotes the payload size. So, it can be inferred from (6) that 
Equation (12) helps to better understand the second and third trends. As sz (1) increases, 2 ⋅ (min sz (1), sz (2)) grows faster than ( sz (1) + sz (2)), once sz (1) < sz (2) holds for the evaluated scenarios. As sz (1) is directly proportional to , the second trend was expected to occur. Recall from the results presented early in this section (see Section 5.1) that the total transmission time for IEEE 802.11a PHY scheme is shorter than for IEEE 802.11b PHY scheme. As slot is also shorter for IEEE 802.11a PHY scheme [7] , it can be stated that slot = slot − , > 0, where slot and slot denote the average time slot duration for IEEE 802.11a PHY and IEEE 802.11b PHY schemes, respectively. That is, the average time slot for IEEE 802.11a PHY scheme is shorter than for IEEE 802.11b PHY scheme. A similar argument holds for slot , that is, slot = slot − . Furthermore, it is trivial that < − − , > > > 0.
Hence,
once slot > slot . As is directly proportional to slot / slot , is expected to be higher for IEEE 802.11a PHY scheme as pointed in the third trend. As , , and slot values are lower for IEEE 802.11a PHY scheme, it makes slot to be more affected by the decrease of tr that is caused by the rise in the amount of nodes. Thus, decays faster when IEEE 802.11a PHY scheme is considered, as pointed in the third trend.
The presented evaluation about the uniform data mode of FDT-MAC ends the results analysis presented by this work. The referred analysis showed that FDT-MAC had a tremendous positive impact over network performance since it can accomplish a communication faster than traditional schemes, with a negligible probability of error. Our analysis considered both collision-free and heavy traffic scenarios of the network. It is remarkable that FDT-MAC attained relevant improvements in all evaluated scenarios when compared with state-of-the-art full-duplex MAC technique (FD-MAC). Moreover, some of the presented results based on theoretical models were compared with its original values presented by [8, 18, 27] . This comparison showed that our values were very close to the originals, reinforcing the consistency of our results and analysis. Finally, this analysis points that FDT-MAC employment may be a suitable alternative to the existing limitations related to sharing of spectrum resources for full-duplex communications in the 5G wireless networks context.
Conclusion
The use of full-duplex antennas has been considered a promising alternative to improve spectrum usage and throughput, especially for 5G mobile wireless networks. In this context, this work proposed a MAC technique (FDT-MAC) that can accomplish a communication in a fraction of the time wasted by traditional schemes. The throughput improvement measured is as high as 156% and 412%, when FDT-MAC is compared against FD-MAC and HD-MAC, respectively. Furthermore, uniform data mode is proposed along with FDT-MAC in order to allow better spectrum usage and higher throughput. When uniform data mode is properly enabled, FDT-MAC reached a throughput up to 65% when compared against FD-MAC. As future works, it would be interesting to devise ways to find out a dynamic threshold to enable the uniform data mode, once it may boost dramatically the network performance. Ratio between channel propagation speed and speed of light.
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